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1. Role Simplification in Disaster

Russell R. Dynes, Ph.D.
E. L. QuaranteDl. Ph.D.

The notion of role conflict and its consequences in emergencies
Introduces a problem in conceptualization and empirical docu
mentation. It is also a problem In the sociology of knowledge and In
the sociology of science as to how both facts and Interpretations
develop troth value In the scientific and polley communities. Much
of this paper relates to the first issue and only incidental attention
Is slven to the second.

Background

It Is a standard sociological view that human beings play multiple
roles. ImpUcit In that conceptualization Is that a person, on 0c
casion, may be called on to play conf1lctJns or competing roles.
Thus the concept of role conflict based on the possible Inconsruity
of multiple roles Is perlod1caUy addressed In the Uterature.

Role conflict was one of the f1tst sociological concepts used In
the area of disaster study. In 1952. Lewis Ktllian published the
"Stsnlficance of Multiple Group Membership in Disaster." which has
been widely quoted and cited ever since. Knuan's intent was to
develop a typolo&y that misht generalize to situations other thaD
disaster. He identified four types of potential dilemmas of loyalty.
First. he pointed out the choice between the famlly and other
sroUPS. principally the employment sroup or the community, and
explained that this was the most common type or role confllct.
Second. he noted the conrnct to those faced with playing the he
roic role of rescue worker in contrast to ru11iWng occupational
roles. 1blrd, he cUscussed the conflict between the loyalty c( em
ployees to the company as an oraanization. as opposed to loyalties
to fellow employees as friends and human belnp. Fourth, he cited
the conflict between loyalties to the community VI. certain ex- I

tracommunity aroups.
In each of these cases, KUUan SUUested the choice between

confllctlna demands made by the person may have serious conse
quences tor the reorpnizatlon of the community and. in general.
proposed that primary groups have the advantaae In a confUct of
loyalties. Other researchers subsequently picked up the idea of role
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The first of these studies was done by Meda White for the Dis
aster Study Group. National Acaclemy of SciencesINational Re
search Council (1962). In observing the fact that many of the
Ulustrations used by Kntian focused on persons whose roles in
emergency activity were unclear (e.g., refinery workers. minis
ters). White decided to study persons who bad deflnlte role re
sponslbiU.ty in cUsaster-activated organizations. She selected three
tomado-struck communities (Waco, Flint, Worcester) because tor
nado was the disaster agent Killian had used for his examples. She
then interviewed organizational members who bad role-defined
responsibUlty durina these emergencies.

She selected a number of organizations: city government, pollce
and fire departments, state poHce, power company, gas company,
radio stations, Red Cross, Salvation Army, and civll defense. In
each organization, the de }uTe leaders of the organization during
the disaster were interviewed, as well as one orpnizational mem
ber of middle rank and three of lower rank chosen by the every
eighth name method.

White managed to complete 126 interviews. WhDe her inter
vlewlna took place some 8 years after the events. she concluded
that "not a single person abandoned ongoing disaster work to be
with his famD.y." Even taking Into account the possibility of mem
ory distortion. this is scarcely the type of resolution that would
bave been anticipated, given the prevailing assumptions about the
usual consequences of role conflict.

In the sample, she found that 77 percent did their jobs first,
without diversion to ramny roles. Another S percent did rescue
work as individuals. rather than as orpnizational members. Others
at home at the time of impact did disaster-related activity there
and then reported to work. In all, by the end of 4 hours, 89 percent
had been engaged In disaster-related activities and, again, not a
single person had abandoned ongoing disaster work to be with hlsI
ber family.

When we began our own systematic research on disaster in 1963.
we were aware of White's research. On the other hand. her findlnp
were contrary to the conventional wisdom. Since our research
focus was on emergency organizations, we still anticipated that
role conflict m.ight be problematic, and we were sensitive to pos
lible Indications of it. However, in examtrdng over ISO different
dlsaster events and in the course of InterviewJng over 7.000 dif
ferent organizational officials, role conflict did not emerge as a
problem.

In fact, over the years of field work, even anecdotal ev1c:1ence
about such problems in emergency orpnizations was nonexistent.
On the contrary. excess manpower was frequently problematic.
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conflict as an exPlanatory concept and added anecdotal eVidence
that reinforced his flndJnSS. Most studies. however. were unclear
about the concept of role as well as uncertain about the effects on
actual behavior. but case study anecdotes of someone's personal
dD.emmas gave a sense of reality to the concept. KilUan. however,
in the orlgIna1 article, was more cautious. While he suggested that
negative consequences could occur and impHed that people do
abanc:lon their roles in favor of the family. he concluded, paradox
ically, that the resolution did not have the negative consequences
one would have anticipated. He said, " ...yet In none of the four
community studies did the disastrous consequences contempla
ted•..seem to have materla1lZed" (KUllan 1952, p. 311).

The impHcation of "famD.y first" that was drawn from the dis
cussion of role conOict was perhaps Inadvertently reinforced by
another theme in earller research. '!bat theme was the continuing
and perhaps enhanced functions of the family in disasters. In the
fifites, a rather standard Interpretation stated that industrIal
ization had defunctionaUzed the famUy. That interpretation was
not supported by early studies on disaster. Quarantelli (1960) swn
marized about SO different reports containing observations that the
extended famlly was sti11 a major source of support to which dls
aster victims turned for help, and concluded that the protective
function of the ramny was still bnportant, in contrast to the
standard view. Consequently, the enhanced importance of the
funny in disaster situations was Interpreted by many as height
enJna the conditions that produce role conflict.

Subsequently, the concept of role conflict and the notion of the
contlnulns Importance of the famD.y were combined to become a
part of the conventional wisdom of the social sciences. Since most
social scientists are teachers or textbook authors, strIldns D
lustrations of concepts are scarce. Role conflict, however, could
always be mustrated by the conclusion that much of the seeming
disorpnization in emergencies was created by persons in panic
fUaht to join their families. This conventional wisdom had other
consequences. Pollowlna the logic that serious manpower losses
would occur in .emergencies. emergency planning efforts often
wore baaed on the assumption that strong authoritarian efforts
would be necessary to overcome this weakness, while others con
cluded that any type of emergency planning would be bnposslble. In
addition. role conflict came to be used as an ad hoc generic ex
planation to interpret almost every problem in emergencies.

Conventional wisdom, of course, is usually impervious to evi
dence since it is easily supported by anecdotes and the logic of
common sense. Contrary evidence is always seen as an exception
that can be explained away on other arounds. Consequently, KU
Uan's conceptual article continues to be cited as proof so as to
close the book on the discussion. Two studies, however, SU88est
that role conf1lct is not an Important causal factor In the abDity or
individuals to perform duties In emergency organizations.
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"Since there wasI~ch a discrepancy between the conventional wls

dom and our own field experience. we decided to look more closely
at a number of cases with the intent of better documenting what
was commonly "known- about role conflict. We bad, over the years,
collected detaned descriptions about the behavior of a large num
ber of role Incumbents In a variety of types of organizations in
several typeS of disaster events.

Various disaster agents have characteristics with differential
implications for behavior. We tried. then. to choose sites that
provided some contrast In disaster agents. For example, both floods
and hurricanes usua11y are preceded by a bulldup that allows time
for warnJna and subsequent preparation for impact. This would
mean that some of the potential consequences of role conflict
could be anticipated and perhaps avoided. on the other hand. both
of these disaster agents create a wide scope of impact and.
therefore. are likely to create situations that may involve both
work and famDy situations. Tornadoes. by contrast. generally pr0
vide Httle warning and usually have a narrow scope of impact.
although the damage potential in that impact zone is great. The
optimum conditions for role conflict. however. are created by
earthquakes. '!bese agents generally occur without forewarning and
are widespread. Therefore. they create the conditions in which the
greatest degree of role conflict might be found.

We selected six different disaster events to examine in more
detaU. These cases Involved four different types of disaster
agents-tornado. flood. hunicane. and earthquake. The six re
search sites were Anchorage in the Alaskan earthquake, 1964; New
Orleans in Hurricane Betsy. 1965; a tornado In Tope1ca.. Kansas.
1966' an extensive flood in Fairbanks. Alaska. 1977; a tornado in
Lub~ck. Texas. 1970; and a tornado in Xenia, Ohio, 1974. Three
tornadoes were chosen since these were the prlmary disaster
agents upon which the KUllan articles were based.

At each of these research sites, we interviewed key person&
usually both the head of the organizations and the person who filled
the major operational role during the emergency-In a variety of
relevant organizations: local police departments. fire departments.
hospitals, civil defense offices. municipal public works depart
ments, offices of the mayor and city manager. various utnities.
mass media. Red Cross, Salvation Army, mllitary units. National
Guard units, sheriff's departments, and others.

In addition. in several of the communities we interviewed spe
cific types of organizations more extensively. For example. In
certain smaller organizations. every organizational member was
interviewed. 1bis was the case in the State Office of Civll Defense
in Anchorage and the local Red Cross chapter in New Orleans. In
larger organizations, we interviewed persOl1S in aU of the top or
ganizational positions and sampled those working at lower levels.
For example, in. Anchorage we Interviewed all of the 2S supervisory
personnel who had the position of foreman or above In the Depart-
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ment of Public Works. This department mcluded six divisions
altports. buDding inspection, traffic. engfneering. maintenance, and
water. We also Interviewed a 20 percent sample of lower level
positions. In Topeka, we Interviewed all personnel with the rank of
captain and above within the pollce department. In addition, In the
service division. all desk sergeants and dispatching personnel were
interviewed. Among the divisions most Involved in disaster activity
on duty at the time of impact was the patrol division. We Intet
viewed two of three Ueutenants. four of five sergeants, and 23
patrol officers. In the traffic division, the two Ueutenants. 3 of 4
'«aeants. and IS patrol officers were interviewed. In all, 79 in
terviews were obtained in a department of 142.

In each community. the interviewing pattem was simfiar. After
Cltablishfng the person's occupation and organizational role. the
individual was asked to Indicate his or her physical location at the
exact time the disaster occurred. and then asked to detail personal
behavior during the emergency period. The length of the inter
views, which included additionallnformatlon about the behavior of
the person in the organizational role. whatever it was, varied from
1 to 8 hours, averaging about 1% hours. After being transcribed,
the Interviews were read for the specific purpose of noting any
verbal expression or any behavioral indication of role conflict.

There is little UkelD100d that persons who were Interviewed
would systematically avoid describing any famny search behavior
that Involved abandonJn& their occupational roles. A nwnber of
cross checks mitigated against this. In some of the organizations.
the authors or other staff members of the Disaster Research Cen
ter were able to observe organizational behavior during much of
the emergency period. And while we were generally not there at
the time of impact. we picked up much common knowledge about
impact behavior during the emergency period. In almost all of the
organizations. we had multiple Interviews that provided further
cross checks. Since the focus of the Interview was on organiza
tional role behavior. operational problems, particularly those cre
Ated by role abandonment, would be tapped. Since we Interviewed
aU relevant emergency organizations about various Interorgani
zational problems during the emergency. we had the added ob
servations of outside personnel about their problems with other
organizations. Includ1ng problems that would ensue from role
abandonment of key persormel. .

Consequently. we read 413 different interviews of personnel in
relevant emergency organizations. The interviews were detaUed
descriptions of their behavior during the emergency period. We did
not ask them whether they had experienced role conflict since we
were concerned only with the ways In which they behaved in an
emergency. We classified them as to where they were when they
became aware of the emergen~atwork. at home. or neither (see
table 1).

The results show that among those persons at work (N:::;:183). none
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abandoned hislher emergency role responsibilities. About 15 per-
i '2.a

If
cent engaged at some time in search behavior, mostly In cormec-

ia tJon with their job responsibllitles. For example. a radio dispatcher
40 it o 110 ... 40 o ,., ,.,

might have asked patrol officers to drive by and see if everythJng000
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! was all right at his house the next time they were in a certain area..QJ- &:IJ- &:I ...
A few workers temporarUy left their jobs to engage In some In-4(
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formational search. For example. one school official commented... ...
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u
that before he started a damage assessment of school property, he

~~ j ~ 5'2 walked outside to a point where be could see his own house, and~",

i- \D N ,., :l li seeing it still standing he proceeded on his assessment.In 0 r- rot rot

I~
110 ii§ 110 40'" rot ,., N rGl ' ~ For those who were home (N=165), 62 percent were Involved InI ;. ,
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what we called an active response, meaning that they quickly en-E-4 :I:

I:

tored the emergency social system, either in their work role or inIi terms of some reaction to an emergency-created need. The rest

~ >;~
were involved in what we called a passive response in that they cUd13' not take any immediate action to assume their organizational

j~ 1~ responslbllities. Such a stance, however. is not necessarily !nap-t'1J ... ... In I
proprlate. Most worked for organizations that followed a pattern ofII o N ...
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notlfyJng them if they were needed for work.... '0
~fi

~ :

~:J r For those who were neither at work nor at home (N=6S). 82 per-fil' u ul=:
cent were involved in an active response. Some went directly to~ u"'4o ,., u li"'1)'" e-- N '"' work. while others went home before they reported to work or.al ~~~

,., \D rot 40

B ~ i stayed home to await notification.

~I 1~
0:t-8 ° N Cl' Cl' 'I In sum. in exa.minJna a sample of 413 persons who held positions\D \D ,.,
<Ss < r4 r4 ,.

in emergency-relevant organizations. not one abandoned bislber3 r4 In GO el~ - emergency role obligations to opt for familial role obligations. For~

those who were at home or away from horne or at the work site at
'au the onset of the emergency, the most common response was to

~! 5 u report to work or to react in some fashion to needs created by the

5 5 Iii emergency. Of those persons who were not at work at the time of

i~
e 0 e the emergency. some 28. or less than 1 percent of the samplq;::

i1~ i 1I ill
indicated some delay in reporting to work.

~ . Flnally, it should be noted that in the instance of the subsample~§
~ 1 of the earthquake, the most efficient test of the role conflict~- i ~ ~ ~ E-4 ! E-4 Ii: hypothesis, there was no abandonment of occupational role re-.l' is Ii: sponsibillties nor any delay in reporting, regardless of location.

r4

u
Consequently, in these observations not a glimmer of support existsi s ,., N 0 e- Cl' Cl' (or the usual predictions about the consequences of role conflict inf-l rot GO

emergency situations. The empirical cupboard is so bare that thereZ N In In r- • rot N rot
rot

are no anecdotes to support the conventional wisdom.
40
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Discussion,QJ14

~1)
~ ... 1

e tJ:t It is difficult to discuss a concept that bas no empirical support.6 ! ofi~ t One might focus on why some social scientists feel that it is a~t 13'"' }5
viable concept in the absence of such support. Thus. the problem is< < z8 !.tJ'a

I embedded in the beUef structure of social scientists, rather than in.3 the behavior of people in emergencies. The lack of empirical sup-
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port should WUest that much of the Connulation of "role conflict"
Is Inadequate. It misht be useful to point to some of the sources of
Inadequacy In that formulation.

1. Perhaps the areatest problem Is the lack of relationship be
tween a person verbalizing contradictory demands and hislher
actual behavior In emergencies. The relationship between
verbal statements and subsequent behavior is an old and
compUcated issue and wl11 not be reviewed here. It is suffi
cient to suaest that paper and penen tests asking opposi
tional questions, such as "would you go to work or save your
child- may evoke conventional answers, but never knowledge.

2. The very formulation of role conflict poses an oppositional
form that distorts social reality. Since people always play
many roles. life. even in emergencies, is never an either/or
matter. '!be opposition impUed in the construct is analytical
and thus located In the investigator's mind rather than in
actual behavior. It Is perhaps better to drop completely the
notion of conflict and to use the vocabulary of "role stram"
(Goode 1960).

3. Part of the problem comes from the reificatlon of occupation
and emergency-relevant roles. Many occupational roles be
come irrelevant in emergencies. In fact, rnat'lY of the mus
trations KDllan used were drawn from situations where per
sons had roles In which they were unsure of how they should
behave. Since they were unsure, they went home. Such usual
action does not necessarlly mustrate the resolution of searing
choices amona alternatives.

The status of emersency planning in the early 19501 was,
at best, embryonic. Since that time, role responslbntties for
emergencies have been much less ambiguous within American
communities. That greater certainty now allows for families
to enaage In planning for various contingencies. Such planning
has always been characteristic of the more traditional emer
geney organizations. such as poRce, fire, utmtles, and health
care organizations.

4. Part of the problem comes from. the reification of the famny.
Most of the anecdotal evidence of role conflict is usually
stated in terms of a classic stereotype of the family. 1ba.t
stereotype involves an employed and competent male whose
place of employment is separated from the location of his
unemployed wife. who is there with her small and anxious
children. The location of that famDy unit is In danger and
lacks alternative sources of support, such as 1dn and nelgb
bora. It is also assumed that no Information is available about
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the famUy whDe the husband is on the job that has emergency
responsibiUty. Given that scenario, the usual prediction is
that the husband wU1 leave the job to take care or famlly
members. or be Will somebow delay his job responsibilities
until he is assured of their safety.

That stereotype is filled with implausible assumptions and
is atypical within American society. In the 1980 census. about
13 percent of American families had an employed male,
unemployed female, and small children at horne. '!bere is no
reason to suspect that all those family units are composed of
macho males and Incompetent females..

s. Part of the problem lies in the asswnption about overwhelm
ing manpower needs In emergenci~that because com
mWlities have an increase in problems, they require an in
crease in manpower. That is incorrect. During emergencies,
many standard roles are irrelevant, so that the existing per
sonnel can be utnized In roles actually needed. In addition
American communities are very inefficient In allocatJni
hwnan resources in nonemergency situations, so that such
traditionally underutllized persormel as the aged, teenagers,
and housewives can be utllized when needed.

Part of the problem lies In the asswnption of the dramatic
quality of the emergency period. An emergency is usually
portrayed as being substantively different from nonnal times.
However, changes are not necessarny dramatic. There is
always a period of time when an assessment is made as to
what the nature of the disaster problem wlll be. In that pe_
riod, the understanding of tasks is gradually achieved. In that
period, too, people know they w111 be Involved at some future
time. and they can make famDy arrangements for that in
volvement. Also, not all organizational activities are simul
taneous during a. disaster event. The pupUc works department
might be at its peak activity Ions after medical personnel
have completed their tasks.

In addition, everything that goes on In nonnal times In
work organizations cannot be classified as work, and these
activities continue in emergencies. Personnel in emergency
organizations stUt have to eat, go to the bathroom, rest,
sleep. etc. Although people might spend less time fulfilling
these needs dwing an emergency, there is nothing to prevent
workers from contactlng famny members when it does not
contradict the immediate tasks.

Some observers assume that disasters and other types of
emergencies constitute dramatic break points In social life,
so that behavior is qualitatively different. Such a view is
Incorrect. An incompetent employee prior to an emergency is
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not likely to become competent In an emergency. A compe
tent employee is not Ukely to become Incompetent. The best
prediction of emergency behavior is to base it on its simi
larity to preimpact behavior. Continuity of behavior is the
best assumption, rather than dramatic change and
discontinuity.

7. Part of the problem comes from designers of the "big" sce
nario. Such scholars are very inventive in the creation of
luse hypothetical problems that mightlwUl occur In the
future. Their tactic suaests that any evidence about lack of
role conflict from past emergencies Is irrelevant since it will
surely occur some time In the future.

It is sufficient to note, however. that only once In the over
200-year history of the United States have we had an emer
gency that involved S,OOO deaths (Galveston In 1900). When
the big scenario comes, it wU1 be an event new in human
history for aU those living at the time, so it would be more
prudent to base prediction of our behavior on past experi
ences rather than on our future imaginations.

The reasons for the lack of evidence to support the role conflict
hypothesis are not totally explained by errors in conceptualization.
Much or the lack of evidence is due to structural changes that
occur In emergencies. These changes simplify role relationships and
inhibit the development of role conflict. It is to those issues which
we now turn.

Structural Factors That Lead to Role Simplification
in Emergencies

The discussion of role conflict usually focuses on personality and
postUlates intrapsychic and Interpersonal causes. The social system
is seen only as produclng conructlns demands. which are inter
nalized. Since this approach produces no evidence. the problem
should be examined Instead from the vantage point of the social
system. The system problem In emergencies is one of integrating
role systems, so that the role perfonnance of the actors fulfills the
necessary institutional requirements. If one starts from that van
tage point, the lack of evidence for role conflict is understandable
since. In emergencies, role systems within communities are better
integrated and. paradoxlca11y, problems of role strain are reduced
rather than enhanced.

Instead of assuming that role strain is emergent In crisis situ
ations, it is more appropriate to start with the asswnption that the
malIntegration of role systems is universal and that role strain is a
normal state for aU actors. In other words, individuals commonly
face a wide, cUstractin& and sometimes conflicting set of role
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obligations. Since this is a normal state of affairs. certain fnstt
tutionaUzed mechanisms exist to reduce the strain, e.g., compart
mentalization, delegation. and elimination of role relationships.
However. the abUlty of the actor to minimize role strain is both
llmlted and determined by certain stnlctural factors.

The Initial concem about role conflict In crisis situations com
pletely ignored the possibility of certain structural changes within
roles, as well as changed Conns of Integation within disaster
affected communities.

It is BU88ested here that the aggregate scope and intensity of
role strain is actually less In dlsaster than during normal times.
This facDitates the fulflllment of role obUgations during the
emergency period. In fact, some of the changes that occur In
emergencies provide conditions for the positive reinforcement of
relevant emergency roles. These factors are discussed below In
terms of (a) the community role structure and (b) the role Structure
of emergency-relevant organizations. Subsequently, we will discuss
the famny, which continues to assume a major focus for role al
location and continues to provide some of the mechanisms that
mitigate role strain.

Community Role Structure

In various ways, sociologists usually contend that role obUgations
ultimately are based on values. Therefore, In observing types of
behavior, explanation for repetitive role performances is usually
provided by positing degrees of consensus on desired ends. In ex
plaJnJns the awegate role stnlcture of a community. the common
view is to posit a multipUcity of values and to suggest that in the
normal state. a commw'dty can be viewed as a collective attempt
to achieve many dlfferent values. In this normal state time
enargy, and other resources are normally avaDable to ~chiev~
multiple values, even when many of these values are potentially
contradictory. Activities of most commw'dty inhabitants are com
partmentalized or sequenced. and the activities of most community
organizations are oriented toward one Or another value without
much direct competition. In other words, both at the indivIdual and
institutional levels, a somewhat free market state exists that al
lows the achievement of multiple, but often conflicttna. values.

A disaster event changes this rather dramatically. No longer can
the community asswne that resources will be plentiful so that au
exlstina values within the community can be achieved. Choices
have to be made. Certain values become more critical than others
In the survival or the community and, therefore. become more
important In the allocation of resources. ThIs means that certain
norms and, consequently, certain roles become important whUe
other norms and roles become less important. '

DurIng the early stages of the emergency period. communities go
throUSh a reshuffllna of value priorities, which has been cone*"
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tuaUzed as the development of an emergency consensus (Dynes
1970). In fact, the results produce a state of consensus that is
perhaps the closest empirical realization of nonnative consensus
possible In modem societies. In Durkhelmlan terms, organic sol
idarity shifts to mechanical soUdarlty (see Turner 1967 for a re
lated discusslon). This emergency consensus has as its highest pri
ority the care for disaster victims-provision of both medical care
and basic necessities. Somewhat lower In the priority system are
those tasks that are directly relevant to achievement of core
values, e.g., restoration and maintenance of essential community
services and maintenance of pubUc order. The shift in values also
means that any or the tradltlonallocality-relevant functions of the
community are no longer important (Wenger and Parr 1969). For
example. roles related to the production/distribution and consumP
tion of goods are drastically altered. Roles related to socialization
functions within the community or to various avenues of social
participation now become only minimally important. As the
emergency consensus makes certain roles more. critical. it also
makes many other role obliptions completely irrelevant.

From a systemic viewpoint, the community eliminates nonrele
vant roles by specifying minimum perfonnance levels at the same
time that other roles become critical and performance levels en
hanced. The net result from the viewpoint of the individual is to
reduce the scope of his total role obligation, as well as to eliminate
11Ull1Y elements of the rema)nlng role sets. The net result is to
minimize the possibDities for role strain and to achieve more ade
quate perfonnance in the critical roles that remain. The total role
stnlCture of the community has become rather coherently orga
nized around a set of value priorities. At the same time, irrelevant
roles that could produce strain are eliminated UI1tU the emergency
Is over.

Values that are central to the emergency consensus are those
traditionallY called primary values. In other words. they are values
that give high priority to eating for people, helping persons in
distress provic1i:ng for their basic physical and emotional needs. and
sharing'with others. These were the dimensions that the Killian
article tended to put in opposition to other types of demands on the
person. While there maY be some conflict with the preimpact
structure, they are very consistent with the demands of the
emergency period. The implementation of these values can be
achleved In several different fonns. Some organizations within the
community have as a part of their organizational domain respon
sibUity for Implementtng some of these values. Therefore. occu
pational role expectations within these organizations are stUt rel
evant since they are consistent with the existing value structure.
On the other band. these values can also be achieved through a .
variety of more informal actions on the part of community mem
bers whose customary occupational roles are irrelevant in the
emergency period.
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Role Structure of Emergency-Relevant Organizations

From the viewpoint of the community system. a relatively small
number of roles are essential for the immediate tasks created by
disaster impact. In the early stages. knowledge is lacking about the
scope of the impact and the tasks it has created. The more obvious
problems and, therefore, the most known problems are those that
Involve search and rescue of victims, provision of medical care,
and protection against continuing threat. These tasks pass on to
various community organizations where there is a high probability
that persons will be occupying the positions and performing the
roles with competence. Such organizations-police departments.
fire departments, hospitals, ambulance services, segments of the
public works departments-·have been designed with emergency
tasks as part of their organizational domain. Such organizations
build Into their roles certain expectations about emergency be
havior. These expectations are less concerned with explicit pre
scrlptlons of behavior than with implicit understandings of general
obligations. These involve the expectation to stay on the job if on
duty when the emergency occurs, or to report to duty when in
formed of the emergency. These expectations may be generally
understood and/or they may be institutionalized into organizational
notification schemes-fan-out phone systems and the like.

The emergency relevant organizations generally operate around
the clock. 1bis means that, with multiple shifts, they often have
between two and three times the persormel necessary to maintain
normal operations at any one time. The existence of such persprmel
allows for the possibility of expansion of organizational actL9ities
to compensate for overloads and/or allows for an excess to com
pensate for any potential loss of personnel from injury (or from
role conflict).

Because organizational members are asSured that those members
on duty will remain there. off-duty personnel at the time of the
emergency feel that they have time to check personal and familial
damage and engage in certain types of nonoccupational role be
havior prior to reporting. In fact, In many communities where work
relationships spDl over into friendship relationships and into
neighborhood clusters, persons often have some knowledge of the
family obligations of fellow emIoyees. Consequently. these em
ployees may stop on their way to reporting for work te- informally
check on famny members of those on duty.

In the immediate postimpact period, research indicates that
individuals go through a rather momentary cognitive reorientation
process. This involves a consideration of what has happened and the
consequences, and what behavior is required at that point. Many of
the preunpact roles of the community members within the Impact
area are irrelevant at this point, freelns individuals to perfonn
famllial roles or to perform more informal altruistic neighboring.
helping roles. For example. most of what is known as search and
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rescue operations are conducted by unattached persons in the im
pact area. Their initial action is later supplemented by emergent
orSanized types of activity (Quarantelli 1970). Outsiders often view
much of this type of activity as being disorganized. It is disorga
nized, to the extent that this effort is a byproduct of \Ulcoordina
ted but simDar actions on the part of diverse actors--individuals
and small informal goups. Practically all of these individuals have
no other specific role responslbnities in the emrgency. If they do,
their Initial action is considered by themselves and by others to be
within the scope of occupational involvement, e.g., a pollee officer
or fireflshter who becomes Involved in search and rescue activity.
Searcb behavior for famUy members then is a legitimate role ex
pectation for those without explicit emergency role obligations,
since it is consistent with the core values that have become
critical.

Family Role

It seems strange that a whole set of assumptions has developed
that IrnpUes that famD.y obUaations somehow undercut emergency
activity, or that performing emergency activity is antithetical to
family values. In contrast, the research over the last 20 years
continues to support Quarantelli·s earller summary of the en
hancement of the extended famlly in emergencies. In fact, the
most appropriate way to view the functioning of the family is in
terms of its important supportive. rather than conflictual, role in
emergencies.

In the development of an emergency consensus, it was suggested
that the values expressed are primary values, very consistent with
the expressive functions of the famUy. There are no reasons to
suasest that family norms do not facilitate effective occupational
performance In emersency situations. In fact, a maJor element in
the role definition or father and husband rests on successful occu
pational perfonnance. In addition, the values of famlly partici
pation in the community can certainly be realized through emer
gency activities. It Is vary common to observe, In emergency or
pnizations. sesments befna run by famUy Wlits (husbands, wives,
chlldren) even thouah only one famny member may be officially
employed•.

In fact. it is most accurate to see the family unit as a "role
budget" center in which various types of necessary role allocations
can be made, and where support can be provided for those alloca
dve declsions. For example, if it Is determined that "mother" needs
to work a double shift at the hospital, other family members can be
allocated foact preparation or chlld care responsibilities. Thus,
other famny members, either from the nuclear or extended famlly,
can pick up the obligations that mlsht 80 unmet durlna the emer
sency period. Such decIslons free the famlly member to participate
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fully and without conflict In the occupational expectations created
by the emergency.

Of course, not all such supplementation comes from famlly
sroups; it also comes from neighbors and other more impersonal
help sources. But the famny provides a natural decUdonmaldng lUlit
that can make such allocations easlly-wIthout conflict or
stra.ln-sJnce it recognizes that the occupational demands are
necessary as well consonant with primary values. While there may
be h1ah demands of time and enerlY made on famuy members, such
requests are perceived not as conflictual but only as understand
able. Instead of experiencing role conflict, family members feel
good about their ability to participate, sometimes directly throush
roles In emergency organizations and sometimes Indirectly through
providing famnial support for other family members who are in
volved in such roles. In sum, whUe role conflict seems to be a
problem for many professionals contemplating emergencies, it is
seldom a problem for those solving emergencies. ~
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